
Chase

Background

Lights…Camera…. Action…

Chase places players in the exciting world of Hollywood movie stunt car action. With four unique movie sets and 
a variety of vehicles unlike any other game, Chase promises heart-pounding action and spectacular movie-style 
special effects. Players will have to hit their marks as they attempt jumps, smash through props and race 
through the set in order to please the director before moving onto the next action packed stunt.

In the game, players will take the role of Chase Corrada, a young sexy stuntwoman, who is starting her 
promising career as a movie stunt driver.  Chase will take players through four unique movie sets including a 
gangster movie setting, a post-apocalyptic movie set and more.  Players will not only drive traditional four 
wheeled vehicles, but will also have motorcycles, a three wheeled Ramen delivery Tuk-Tuk and a large missile 
truck at their disposal.

Key Features
 4 Diverse movie sets (Asian City, Post Apocalyptic, 1920’s Gangster and Spy Thriller Set)

 23 movie scenes and 5 training missions

 Career, Challenge and Multiplayer (mini-game) modes

 Dynamic Camera Replay System with added effects for the best view of the action 

 Up to 4 players can compete (via split screen) in the multi-player mini-games 
 A variety of vehicles including 1920’s automobiles, high-tech sport cars, motorcycles, articulated 

semi-truck, a three wheeled Tuk-Tuk and post-apocalyptic dune buggies
 “Hit the mark” system guides players to action packed stunts

 Play as the young sexy stuntwoman Chase Corrado

 Earn reputation points to unlock new scenes, challenges and multiplayer modes

 Communicate with the movie’s director through the Heads Up Display

Platform: Xbox™ video game system 
Genre: Stunt Racing Action 
Number of Players: Up to 4-player split-screen
Release Date: Summer 2002
Publisher:  BAM! Entertainment
Developer: I-Imagine Interactive
ESRB Rating: T for Teen
Price: TBD
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